REDUNDANCY
AS A SERVICE
Back-up Internet service for your business

Fixed wireless
back-up

Minimise loss
of productivity

Reduce impact on
customers and staff

Peace
of mind

THINK OF THIS AS YOUR
INTERNET INSURANCE POLICY

WHY CHOOSE OUR
REDUNDANCY SOLUTION?

There are many reasons for your Internet service to

The only way to have true redundancy is by using a

go down, some of which are uncontrollable. Picture a

service that transmits data in a completely different

construction worker digging in the wrong place, and

way than your primary Internet connection. Spirit’s

accidentally cutting the cable linking to your fibre

independent network transmits data through the

connection. It’s a scary thought and happens more

air using our fixed wireless technology – so anything

often than you may think.

that happens on the ground doesn’t affect us.

That’s why we offer Redundancy as a Service (RaaS)

• G
 reater reliability across an alternative
access technology

– a back-up Internet connection when your main
one fails. In the event of an outage with your primary
provider, your business can fail-over to Spirit’s
network, keeping you connected at speeds of up to
30/30Mbps*.
The goal of having redundancy is to get you back up
and running as quickly as possible and minimise the
impact on customers and staff.

• Premium SLA gives you an enterprise-grade service
• Not reliant on private networks of larger companies
and resellers
• Static IP address included; BGP supported
• Functions the same as Spirit Sky on a technical level
• Flexible contract terms available

WHY CHOOSE
SPIRIT?

A BIT
ABOUT US

Good question. Because we invest in the most

Put simply, we’re an ASX listed provider of super-fast

exciting Internet technology around. We don’t

wireless Internet and cloud-based solutions. We’ve

compromise on reliability, speed or accessibility and

been ‘Internet providing’ since 2005, and our network

we make the seemingly impossible, possible. You

now spans more than 15,000 kms across Australia’s

benefit from services that will help your business be

East Coast, servicing businesses (and homes) of all

more productive. You’ll also have happier employees

sizes and needs. We’ve built our network to be a

and customers. It’s a win-win.

genuine alternative to the NBN, because we believe
Australian businesses deserve better, faster, more
reliable Internet. We call it Sky-Speed Internet.

Still reading? Maybe it’s time to start talking.

E sales@spirit.com.au T 1800 SPIRIT W spirit.com.au/business-internet
*Available to qualified sites. Additional charges apply for more than 200GB data p/month

